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we can say koplos comes from several styles, such as 1. amalan
bebetel kaleng, 2. djoneji, and 3. javanese domestics. koplos can
also be described to the music of the west javanese. its similarity to
the music of west java is quite obvious, because it is also more
javanese than sundanese. where koplos culture has become much
more popular, it includes more than dangdut. its widely used among
young people for the fun of school or university. its called dangdut
koplo. how to download/use the data copying data from the pc to the
ek-50 unit uses a commercially available usb memory stick. (1)
initialize your usb memory in the ek-50 unit. connect the usb
memory stick to the usb terminal on the back of the unit and
initialize it. how to initialize the usb memory stick when using it for
the first time in the ek-50( see the video1 below ). (2) please check
the license agreement at the bottom of this page.
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in yogyakarta, koplo has a somewhat similar culture but a different
flavor than in the east javanese area. instead of koplo originating
from dangdut or jaipong, koplo is a result of adopting nuansiliku

style from bali, transforming and mixing with west javanese folk art.
this combination is the characteristic of koplo style in yogyakarta

like koplo garuda (garuda koplo) and koplo biru (blue koplo). garuda
koplo has a strong sense of patriotism, but somewhat weak sense of

melody, and koplo biru is more like bluesy music. koplo in
yogyakarta music has a strong folk character, but usually lacks the
rhythmicity of the eastern koplo music. today, koplo is a very big

phenomenon. it is recognized as indonesian national music, because
it is one of the most popular types of music in indonesia.

nevertheless, koplo is much more than a single musical style or a
single genre of music. it is also a style of living. the audience is

usually felt like a family with respect, good and cheerfulness. the
origin of the koplo culture is particularly strong in indonesia. we have

a style that would be an example of the cultural resistance. we
celebrate the local industry that is directly influenced by another
country but we put the local genre of music to the forefront. the

result of this day's performance was that everyone was feeling very
happy! we even made eye contact and smiling at each other!!. but it
was more than that, because our bodies were also very happy to be

dancing like that! 5ec8ef588b
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